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his punches home    he got in a knock-out blow and our
correspondence was counted out
II
I have often read "Heartbreak House55 since those
days, and have seen that fine character actor, Cednc
Hardwicke, do splendid justice to Captain Shotover
I do not wonder that I wanted to act in it, for in one
essential respect it is the greatest of all Shaw's plays
"Joan of Arc" may hold that title in the general opinion
I share it But I feel sure that this general judgment
does not take account of the difference between a great
dramatic story, built out of ready-made material, and
one made out of material fabncated in the dramatist's
own brain Joan's agony has moved generations of
men and women to pity It can never fail to move
them, but the tragedy of Heartbreak House—and
tragedy it is—owes nothing to universal popular senti-
ment It is the tragedy of the world reeling under the
shock of war, of a prophet preaching to people who
yawn in his face a prophet who, despite the yawns,
goes on prophesying
More I see in Shaw's doubt about the play a sign
of disagreement between Shaw's art and his personality
He is a tidy man His handwriting, his clothes declare
it He likes to make his plays tidy too And "Heart-
break House" is untidy untidy as the waste places of
the world It has, however, a quality which exists in
no other of Shaw's plays a quality which only once
before an English playwright has contrived to give to
the drama he has written The quality which King
Lear has spaciousness In "Heartbreak House" there
is no stage It is life speaking from the stage of Mb^ a
voice crying in the wilderness
We go on wandering in the wilderness Moses*
hands grow heavy The voice grows tired, but it still
goes on repeating the message talking, talking on, as

